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SERIES A 
E. Choose the possessive adjective that best completes the sentences below.  

 
1. Mark always wears a hat on __________ head. 
a) his     b) her    c) its    d) their 
 
2. Megan loves to drive __________ car all around town. 
a) his     b) her    c) its    d) their 
 
3. Can I borrow __________ pencil? 
a) his     b) our    c) your   d) their 
 
4. I scored three goals for __________ soccer team. 
a) his     b) my   c) its    d) their 
 
5. The boys always forget to brush _________ teeth in the morning.  
a) his     b) our    c) my  d) their 
 

SERIES B 
If the number below is in numerical form, write it in word form. If the number is in word form, write it in 

numerical form. (3 points) 

 
1. 7,149   ___________________________________________________ 

2. two thousand eighty-eight ___________________________________________________ 

3. 8,101   ___________________________________________________ 

4. four thousand six hundred twenty-five __________________________________________ 

5. 22, 783 __________________________________________________________________ 

 

SERIES C  

Underline the adverbs in the sentences below. Then, circle the word that the adverb describes.  
 
1. Mark ran quickly through the park with his cross country team. 

2. The kids played loudly with their new toys, even though their parents told them to be quiet. 



3. On Sundays I like to read peacefully in my bed, and then I go meet my friends. 

4. Charlotte always studies hard for her math tests, so she can get good grades. 

5. My mom secretly gave me an extra piece of candy in my lunchbox. 

SERIES D 
Read the story carefully. 

 
The springbok is South Africa’s national animal. A springbok is like a skinny, tan deer with black and white fur 
along its sides. The males have thick, rough horns on their heads. They sometimes use the horns to fight each 
other. The females also have horns, but they are smaller. 
 
The name “springbok” comes from an Afrikaans word that combines the words spring (“jump”) and bok 
(“deer"). It is named this because of a special jumping behavior called “pronking.” Pronking is when an animal 
jumps high off the ground. It jumps high enough for all its legs to be in the air at the same time. Scientists 
believe pronking shows predators, like lions, that chasing a springbok would be too hard! 
 
South Africans love the springbok. They have included it in many of their national symbols. 
Some of their sports teams are even called the Springboks. Do you think that the springbok represents South 
Africa well? 
 
C. Circle the best answer for each question. 
 
1. What two colors does the springbok have along its sides? 
a) tan and black 
b) black and white 
c) orange and tan 
d) orange 
 
2. The springbok is what country’s national animal? 
a) Nigeria 
b) Namibia  
c) Egypt 
d) South Africa 
 
3. What is it called when an animal jumps high off the ground? 
a) slinging 
b) pronking 
c) climbing 
d) roaring 
 

 Read the sentences. Circle whether the sentence is True, False, or if the fact is Not in the story.  
 

4. A springbok is like an elephant.    A:True   B: False    C: Not in the story 

5. Springbok never fight one another.      A:True    B: False   C: Not in the story 


